Faculty Curriculum Committee Tentative Agenda
Friday, November 20, 2015, at 3:15 p.m.
Stern Center (Room 201)

Presentation of the Agenda (Knotts)

Approval of Minutes from October 16 Meeting (Knotts)

Committee Reports/Updates

1. Update on Major GPA Policy (Knotts)
2. Different Levels of Changes Subcommittee Report (Knotts)

Carryover Proposals from October

1. Historic Preservation and Community Planning – Creation of HPCP 222 (Old & Green: Where Heritage Preservation and Environmental Conservation Overlap) and add it to the list of electives (Stiefel)
2. Management and Marking – Removal of prerequisites from ENTR 200 (Mack)
3. Physics and Astronomy – Create a new degree in Meteorology and several new courses (Lindner)

New Curriculum Proposals

4. Environmental Studies Minor – Add HPCP 222 and GEOL 441 to the ENVT minor (LeVasseur)
5. Jewish Studies – Create two new courses JWST 305 (Israeli Cinema) and JWST 499 (Bachelor’s Essay); deactivate JWST 450; add JWST 305 as an elective and replace current JWST 450 requirement with JWST 400 or JWST 499 to the JWST major; and add JWST 305 and delete JWST 450 to the JWST minor (Krasnoff)
6. Supply Chain and Information Management - Create new minor in Information Management, create four new courses INFM 330 (Enterprise Data Management), INFM 350 (Business Analytics), INFM 360 (Special Topics in Information Management), and INFM 390 (Enterprise Resource Planning); add DATA 101 to the prerequisites for INFM 350; change the SCIM 366 prerequisite; and add DSCI 323 to the SCIM electives (Davis)
7. Marketing – Delete the Marketing concentration from BADM (Mack)
8. Computer Science – Add CSCI 115 as a prerequisite for CSCI 215; several changes to the prerequisites for CSCI 220, change the prerequisite for CSCI 362 from CSCI 221 (with a C-) to CSCI 230 (with a C-); change the INFS major to add more flexibility to the required business coursework (van Delden)
9. Teacher Education #1 (Read to Success Compliance) – Delete EDEE 374 to EDEL programs; add TEDU/EDFS 436 as an option and require ANTH 101 (Hunter-Doniger)
10. Teacher Education #2 (Modify Secondary Education Cognates) – Modify secondary education cognates to include TEDU 325 as a requirement and to allow TEDU 436 as an alternative to EDFS 326 (Perkins)
11. Teacher Education #3 (Other Changes) – Delete EDEE 327 from the EDEC major; move EDEE 363 within the program (and change its prerequisites); add EDEE/TEDU 436 as an alternative to EDFS
326; change entry requirements; add a prerequisite to EDEE 455, requiring a student to get at least a C- in EDEE 415 (White)